INTRODUCTION

We live in energy conscious era. In the community of electrical engineering energy consciousness has manifested itself in an increasing focus on low power circuits. Low power circuit implies low current or low voltage. They are more susceptible to the effect of noise. The fundamental physical concepts behind noise are simple. The myriad of random events that happen in microscopic scale cause fluctuation in the value of microscopic variables, such as voltage and currents and charge. Such variations are referred to as noise. The noise is called white noise if its power spectrum is flat. If its power spectrum is inversely proportional with frequency then it is called Pink noise or flicker noise. The most commonly adopted path loss model in literature is that the signal strength falls off as a decaying power law of the distance of transmission. For this model, when the nodes are distributed in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) according to a Poisson point process (PPP), the exact distribution of the interference is analytically tractable only for a path loss exponent for the AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. For practical channels, therefore, it is of great interest to determine under what conditions the interference power converges to a Gaussian in distribution. The moments of the interference are excellent indicators in this regard. However, when there is no power control, interferers close to a receiver contribute a lot more interference power than those further away, thus, violating the conditions for the central limit theorem. Further, interferers arbitrarily close to a receiver can cause infinite interference in the decaying power law model and these causes all the moments of the interference to diverge. We eliminate diverging moments by using a modified power law to model the path loss so that it becomes physically meaningful for arbitrarily small distances as well. We derive the moment generating function of the interference for this modified power law by modeling the interference to be 2D Poisson shot noise process with a stochastic impulse response function. We have derived the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) as well as the Rayleigh fading channel for a wide range of path loss exponents. We also present performance results when the nodes employ variable transmission powers with nearest neighbor transmission. The results show that the modified path loss model does not differ by much from the original decaying path loss model.
power law model in terms of outage performance. The modified power law, interferers close to the receiver can easily swamp the desired signal, thus, resulting in low per-node throughputs. A solution to this problem is to modify the channel access scheme such that there is a guard zone around every receiver in which no interferers can be present. This results in significant improvements in the system performance even for small values of the guard zone.\(^6,7\). We extend our shot noise model to such a channel access scheme and present performance curves for this model as well.

**White noise background**

Whitenoise results when a memory less linear filter is excited by a train of impulses derived from a homogeneous PPP with arrival rate \(\mu\) \([8]\). The impulse response of the filter, \(f(t)\), can assume different shapes like a triangle, rectangle, decaying exponential, decaying power law etc. More generally, the impulse shapes can be stochastic and may be randomly chosen from a family of shapes, \(f(k, t)\), with a random variable \(k\). Here we have considered the stochastic impulse response model since specialization to the deterministic case is trivial.

\[
I(t) = \sum_j f(k_j, t-t_j), \quad ... (1)
\]

The shot noise (1) amplitude is given by equation (1). The arrival times \(\{t_j\}\) are Poisson with rate \(\mu\) and \(\{k_j\}\) are iid random variables drawn from a common distribution and independent of \(\{t_j\}\). We have analyzed both the decaying power law path loss model as well as a modified version that has advantage of having finite interference moments. Further, we have used the theory of equivalent shot noise processes to capture the stochastic nature of the transmission channel, variable transmission powers etc. We have also adapted this shot noise model to include a guard zone around every receiver and presented exact values as well as bounds on the throughput and outage probabilities that demonstrate the utility of the guard zone in improving the performance of an ad hoc network.

**Modified power law**

The decaying power law model is a good way to model path loss when the transmitter or interferer is far away from the receiver, but the model becomes physically meaningless for very small distances since the receiver can never receive more than the transmitted power. To avoid this scenario, some authors adopt a path loss model of the form \((1 + r)^{-\alpha}\); equivalently, we use the following modified power

\[
f(k, r) = \begin{cases} 
    k, & r < 1 \\
    kr^{-\alpha}, & r \geq 1 
\end{cases} \quad ... (2)
\]

**Law decay**

The advantage of using this model is that it eliminates the singularity at \(r = 0\) present in the original power law and provides a finite mean and variance for the total interference. This can be seen by modeling the total interference caused by all the transmitters at the origin to be the sum of 2 terms \(I_1\) and \(I_2\), where \(I_1\) is the total interference caused by all transmitters within a distance of 1 from the origin and \(I_2\) is the total interference power due to all transmitters at distances greater than 1. Since the nodes are distributed according to a PPP, \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) are independent.

For two dimensional decaying power law shot noise process, the characteristic function is given by \([3]\)

\[
\Phi(s) = \exp[-\mu E_*(\varphi)]
\]

\[
\phi(s) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} 1 - \exp[-sk(x^2 + y^2)^{-\alpha}] dx dy \quad ... [3]
\]

The moment generating function for \(T_1\) can easily be obtained from (3) as

\[
\Phi_1(s) = \exp(-\pi \lambda \alpha E[1 - e^{-s}]) \quad ... (4)
\]

**Guard zone in ad hoc networks**

Often, the interferers that are really close to the origin are strong enough to completely swamp the desired signal. This leads to undesirably high outage probabilities. One way to overcome this problem is to modify the channel access scheme by imposing a guard zone of radius \(d_0\) around every receiver node. In other words, every receiver has
an exclusion zone of radius $d_0$ around it within which no interferers are allowed to transmit. This results in an improved outage and throughput performance. In this paper, we will only consider $d_0 \geq 1$ so that the path loss model is always given by the power law $kr^{-\eta}$.

RESULTS

The first set compares the per-node throughputs for 3 different transmission models when there is no guard zone in place. The second set of curves illustrates the usefulness of the guard zone in considerably improving the per-node throughput in an ad hoc network. The third set explores the impact that the modified power law has on the per-node throughput.

We choose the system parameters to be $\lambda = 1$, $\Theta = 8$ dB and $\eta = 4$ for all these curves. Fig. 1(a) shows that when all nodes transmit at the same power level, fading degrades the system performance and the maximum value of the per-node throughput, $\varphi_{\text{max}}$, decreases by about 20%. Fig. 1(a) also presents $\varphi$ values when nodes draw their powers

Fig. 1: (a) Per-node throughput for $d_0 = 0$ (b) Per-node throughputs for the fading channel for $d_0 = 0$ and $d_0 = 1$ together with 2 upper bounds for the $d_0 = 1$ case (c) Comparing the per-node throughputs for the decaying power law and the modified power law for the same set of system parameters
randomly. Similar to the fading channel, this model also degrades $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ by about 30% but the throughput curve has a very heavy tail. This means that the channel access scheme can be designed for a higher value of $\alpha$ without affecting the per-node throughput by much. Fig. 1(b) presents $\zeta$ values for the fading channel with and without a guard zone. All nodes transmit at the same power level and we choose a guard zone of $d_0 = 1$. The guard zone improves $\zeta_{\text{max}}$ by almost 35% while simultaneously increasing the transmit probability that attains this throughput. However, the effect this has on increasing the sum throughput in the network is not immediately obvious, since the guard zone also reduces the effective number of nodes from which we can choose the set of transmitters. Fig. 1(c) shows that the throughput curves for the decaying and modified power laws are essentially the same and that we can use the compact outage expressions of the former with reasonable accuracy for the latter model also rather than use numerical integration or bounds for the incomplete Gamma function.

**CONCLUSION**

We have demonstrated the utility of the 2D shot noise process to model the self-interference and perform outage and throughput analyses in a large wireless ad hoc network, where the nodes are distributed in $\mathbb{R}^2$ where $L\{f(k,r^\gamma) > x\}$ represents the Lebesgue measure of the set with values greater than $x$. When $f(k,t) = kt^{-\eta}, 0 \leq t < \infty$, $E_k\{[t : f(k,t) > x]\} = E_k\{kt^{-\eta} x^{-1/\eta}\}$. Thus, the ensemble of stochastic impulse responses $kt^{-\eta}$ is equivalent to the deterministic impulse response $kt^{-\eta}$ for all $\eta$. However, according to a PPP. We have analyzed both the decaying power law path loss model as well as a modified version that has advantage of having finite interference moments. Further, we have used the theory of equivalent shot noise processes to capture the stochastic nature of the transmission channel, variable transmission powers etc. We have also adapted this shot noise model to include a guard zone around every receiver and presented exact values as well as bounds on the throughput and outage probabilities that demonstrate the utility of the guard zone in improving the performance of an ad hoc network.
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